Course And Teacher Survey (CATS) – Term & Year

Which best describes why you are taking this course?

How many hours a week outside of class did you spend doing work for this course?

Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following statements about the instructor for this course.

The instructor [First & Last Name] for this course

organizes and plans the course effectively
uses class time effectively
makes the goals of the course clear
interacts effectively with the students
trains students in a respectful manner
is available for help outside of class
encourages students to ask questions and participate
is enthusiastic about the subject
is clear about instructions for assignments
explains course material clearly
responds effectively to student questions
provides helpful feedback on student work
grades student work fairly
employs tests and graded materials relevant to course content

Discuss your own work in this course, indicating your level of agreement with each of the following statements.

Hard work is required to get good grades in this course.
I found the course intellectually stimulating.
I attended most class sessions.
I kept up with the assigned work.
I learned a great deal in this course.
To my knowledge there was no cheating in this class.

To provide an Overall Evaluation of this course, PLEASE RATE the following:

Rate the QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION in this course as it contributed to your learning. (Try to set aside your feelings about the course itself.)

Rate the OVERALL VALUE of the course to you as it contributed to your learning. (Try to set aside your feelings about the instructor.)

Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following statements about the instructor for this [Distance Learning or Multi-Modality] course.

The instructor [First & Last Name] for this [Distance Learning or Multi-Modality] course

uses the online classroom technology effectively
arranges the online materials in an organized manner
employs the online activities effectively

Please provide open-ended feedback. Your responses will be reviewed by the instructor and by University officials after grades have been submitted.

What aspects of this course and the instructor’s teaching contributed most to your learning?

What aspects of this course and the instructor’s teaching could be changed to enhance your learning?

Diversity and Inclusion

Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following statements about the instructor for this course.

The instructor [First & Last Name] for this course

demonstrates cultural awareness
creates an environment free of bias based on individual differences or social identities

Please use this space to comment on the instructor’s sensitivity to the diversity of the students in the class (for example, biocultural sex, disability, gender identity, national origin, political viewpoint, race/ethnicity, religious beliefs, sexual orientation, socio-economic status, etc.)